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Introduction
Flower Tucci was born in Burbank California on January 2nd which makes her a Taurus on the Zodiac.
That should not be surprising because the two most dominant Taurus traits are physical beauty and
pragmatism.  Perfect for a smut starlet. It's too bad her site stopped updating 8/1/07 because they were
doing some damn good work. Still, the 28 updates in the archives and huge network are well worth a
look!

Adult Review
A solo girl site can either be the absolute best kind of website to join or a complete waste of your money and your cock�s
time. This site is worth your time and money, it also just might be the best solo girl site on the net these days.  For starters, it's
the official website of smut starlet Flower Tucci.  You can't make a great solo girl site unless you have a great girl to make it
with and there is no dispute that Flower is one of the very best. <br />  <br />  You may know Flower from a radio show she
hosted called �The Porn Hunnies Smut Top 20 on KSEX Radio�, or as a spokesperson and model for the clothing company
Mofowear or from her recurring role on Showtime television�s hit series Family Business. Flower won the 2006 AVN award
for Best Specialty Release and was also nominated for the X-Rated Critics Organization's 2005 Female Performer of the Year
award! <br />  <br />  The problem that often plagues a solo girl site is that with just one main performer some of them end
up either not updating often enough or getting stale with repetitive content.  This site however overcomes both of those
obstacles by being packaged along with the other great offerings on the Reality Kings network. <br />  <br />  Flower Tucci
launched her website in January 2007 and it already has nine smoking hot updates available in its video section.  The site
continues to update at least once a week and all of the sites linked on the left side of the review are also included for FREE
with your membership. That means one or another of the sites on this network update for you every day!<br />  <br />  Ever
since her very first role in the movie Balls Deep 6 Flower Tucci has captivated a huge audience with her huge ass and world
renowned ability to physically squirt climactic nectar nearly every time she gets pushed over the edge to orgasm. <br />  <br
/>  The video quality on her site is top shelf, every single episode comes along with high-res photo sets and the pictures can
even be downloaded as zip files to make the site more dial-up user friendly. None of the videos are DRM coded so if you
download one now you can own it forever.  Each video can either be downloaded as a full movie or in smaller segments, and
the files can even be streamed to your computer so that they do not take up hard drive space and do not get detected by the
prying eyes of a nosy boss or spouse!

Porn Summary
If you're a big fan of hers, this site will not disappoint you.  If you're not yet a fan of Flower Tucci, joining this site will
undoubtedly cause you to become one. Her official site stopped updating 8/1/07, but the network and archives are definitely
worth a look.

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'A quality site that stopped updating'
Quality: 88  Updates: 50 Exclusive: 95 Interface: 87
Support: 80 Unique: 82    Taste: 83        Final: 78
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